Chapter 8

II. A.
1. False. He was chosen more for his personal and political abilities than for his military attributes.
2. False. After Bunker Hill the king proclaimed the colonies in rebellion and slammed the door on reconciliation.
3. True
4. False. Paine’s Common Sense pushed them to declare independence. They were already in rebellion against the king.
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. False. Only a minority were driven out of the country, and almost none were killed.
9. False. The Patriots were strongest in New England and Virginia; Loyalists were stronger elsewhere in the colonies.
10. True
11. True
12. True
13. False. Yorktown was successful because of French naval aid.
14. False. They gained both political independence and the western territorial concessions they wanted.
15. True

II. B.
1. b
2. c
3. a
4. d
5. b
6. d
7. a
8. c
9. b
10. a
11. d
12. b
13. a
14. c
15. a

II. C.
1. Continental Congress
2. Canada
3. Common Sense
4. Declaration of Independence
5. Whigs
6. Loyalists
7. Anglican
8. Hudson Valley
9. armed neutrality
10. South
11. privateers
12. Whigs
13. Mississippi River
14. militia
15. Holland

II. D.
1. J
2. H
3. B
4. M
5. N
6. D
7. I
8. O
9. A
10. E
11. L
12. C
13. G